Shadow Ridge: A Jo Wyatt Mystery
Book 1 of 2: A Jo Wyatt Mystery | by M. E. Browning | Oct 6, 2020
4.5 out of 5 stars 109

Death is one click away when a string of murders rocks a small Colorado town in the first
mesmerizing novel in M. E. Browning's A Jo Wyatt Mystery series.
Echo Valley, Colorado, is a place where the natural beauty of a stunning river valley meets a budding
hipster urbanity. But when an internet stalker is revealed to be a cold-blooded killer in real life the
peaceful community is rocked to its core.
It should have been an open-and-shut case: the suicide of Tye Horton, the designer of a cutting-edge
video game. But Detective Jo Wyatt is immediately suspicious of Quinn Kirkwood, who reported the
death. When Quinn reveals an internet stalker is terrorizing her, Jo is skeptical. Doubts aside, she delves
into the claim and uncovers a link that ties Quinn to a small group of beta-testers who had worked with
Horton. When a second member of the group dies in a car accident, Jo's investigation leads her to the
father of a young man who had killed himself a year earlier. But there's more to this case than a suicide,
and as Jo unearths the layers, a more sinister pattern begins to emerge--one driven by desperation,
shame, and a single-minded drive for revenge.
As Jo closes in, she edges ever closer to the shattering truth--and a deadly showdown that will put her to
the ultimate test.

Praise for Shadow Ridge:
COLORADO BOOK AWARDS - WINNER, MYSTERY
“Excellent...A must-read.”
—Booklist, starred review
“Convincing action and vivid characters...Police procedural fans will look forward to seeing more of tough,
smart Jo.”
—Publishers Weekly
“Retired police captain Browning...is best on Jo’s professional frustration with a department that values
her labors as long as she doesn’t step out of line.”
—Kirkus Reviews
“Browning’s Jo should be with readers for a long time.”
—Newsday
“An energetic police procedural and an appealing heroine set against a vivid Colorado background.”
—South Florida Sun Sentinel
"An engaging premise, briskly paced through a labyrinth of mystery. There’s something to be said for
good ole’ fashioned suspense. Enjoy this one."
—Steve Berry, New York Times bestselling author of the Cotton Malone series

"Such a terrific book...Fans of Sue Grafton and Julia Spencer-Fleming will find a new favorite series."
—Hank Phillippi Ryan, USA Today bestselling author of The First to Lie
•

U.S., Crooked Lane Books (October 6, 2020)

Mercy Creek: A Jo Wyatt Mystery Kindle Edition
by M. E. Browning (Author) Format: Kindle Edition

4.7 out of 5 stars

52 ratings

Book 2 of 2: A Jo Wyatt Mystery
•

U.S. Crooked Lane Books (October 12, 2021)

In an idyllic Colorado town, a young girl goes missing—and the trail leads into the heart and mind
of a remorseless killer.
The late summer heat in Echo Valley, Colorado turns lush greenery into a tinder dry landscape. When a
young girl mysteriously disappears, long buried grudges rekindle. Of the two Flores girls, Marisa was the
one people pegged for trouble. Her younger sister, Lena, was the quiet daughter, dutiful and diligent—
right until the moment she vanished.
Detective Jo Wyatt is convinced the eleven-year-old girl didn’t run away and that a more sinister reason
lurks behind her disappearance. For Jo, the case is personal, reaching far back into her past. But as she
mines Lena’s fractured family life, she unearths a cache of secrets and half-lies that paints a darker
picture.
As the evidence mounts, so do the suspects, and when a witness steps forward with a shocking new
revelation, Jo is forced to confront her doubts, and her worst fears. Now, it's just a matter of time before
the truth is revealed—or the killer makes another deadly move.

Praise for Mercy Creek:
“A heartfelt procedural.”
–Kirkus Reviews
“Well crafted . . . Readers will feel like they’re getting a glimpse into the real world of police work.”
—Publishers Weekly
“[A] tight plot and realistic characters.”
—Sun Sentinel
“A must-read for fans of detective crime novels.”
—San Francisco Book Review
"An intensifying and grippingly enticing read.”
—Dru Ann Love
“Fast-paced and a shocking ending highlight this page-turning novel.”
—Red Carpet Crash
Praise for Shadow Ridge:
Florida Book Awards 2021, Silver Medal for Popular Fiction
Colorado Book Award Finalist 2021, Mystery

Screen Plays: How 25 Screenplays Made It to a
Theater Near You--for Better or Worse Paperback –
February 10, 2009
by David S. Cohen (Author)
4.3 out of 5 stars
21 ratings
Every green-lighted screenplay travels a long and harrowing road from idea to script to celluloid. In this
fascinating survey of contemporary film craft, David Cohen of Script and Variety magazines interviews
screenwriters from across the board—Oscar winners and novices alike—to explore what sets blockbuster
successes apart from downright disasters. Tracing the fortunes of twenty-five films, including Troy, Erin
Brockovich, Lost in Translation, and The Aviator, Cohen offers valuable insider access to the back lots
and boardrooms, to the studio heads and directors, and to the overcaffeinated screenwriters themselves.
Full of critical clues on how to sell a script—and avoid seeing it destroyed before the director calls
"Action!"—Screen Plays is a book that both the aspiring screenwriter and curious cinephile will find
irresistible.

"What are the best books you've read about Hollywood?"
"I recommend Screen Plays by David S. Cohen. It gives an overview of 25 films from their creative
genesis through development, production and release, including the aftermath. You get a sense of the
slow struggle and attrition of this business, not the 'legend' that is usually passed along."-- Bob
Odenkirk, "By the Book," New York Times Sunday Book Review, Nov. 9, 2014
Perhaps you can't even count the number of times you've been sitting in a movie theater, thinking of all
the other things you'll never buy with your misspent money, and you turn and say to your equally
dismayed companion, 'How did this piece of crap ever get made?'
A fascinating, detailed dissection of the screenwriting process, David S. Cohen's Screen Plays explores
exactly that question .... a fascinating book that will inspire any screenwriter, professional or otherwise,
and help guide him/her through the tangled morass of the modern film industry." --Chris Bolton, Powell's
Books
"Nowhere is Cohen's understanding of the tempestuous film industry more apparent than in the
compelling account of Black Hawk Down screenwriter Ken Nolan, who was terminated from that project
only to get himself re-hired and, ultimately, sole writing credit. Cohen's is a surefire crowd-pleaser for
casual movie fans and true cineastes." -- Publishers Weekly

U.S. HarperCollins
China, Ginkgo

The Kid Stays in the Picture: A Notorious
Life Paperback – June 4, 2013
by Robert Evans (Author)
4.2 out of 5 stars
447 ratings
U.S. HarperColllins It Books; Reprint edition (June 4, 2013)

Robert Evans' The Kid Stays in the Picture is universally recognized as the greatest, most
outrageous, and most unforgettable show business memoir ever written. The basis of an awardwinning documentary film, it remains the gold standard of Hollywood storytelling.
With black-and-white photographs from the author's archive and a new introduction by the legendary
actor, producer, and Hollywood studio chief Robert Evans, The Kid Stays in the Picture is driven by a
voice as charming and irresistible as any great novel.
An extraordinary raconteur, Evans spares no one, least of all himself. Filled with starring roles for
everyone from Ava Gardner to Marlon Brando to Sharon Stone, The Kid Stays in the Picture: A Notorious
Life is sharp, witty, and self-aggrandizing, and self-lacerating in equal measure.
This is a must-read for fans of American cinema and classics of the canon, including The Odd
Couple, Rosemary’s Baby, Love Story, The Godfather, and Chinatown.
“The best Hollywood memoir I’ve ever read!” -- Michael Fleming, Variety
“A naughty, outrageous, and wild ride--and perhaps the best Hollywood memoir ever written.” - Publishers Weekly
“Don’t even try to put it down.” -- Janet Maslin, New York Times
“The book plays like a raunchy, randy Hollywood fairy tale about a prince who lost it all only to win it all
back through pluck, charm, and persistence. . . Is it a good book? Try great. Enduring. One for the ages.”
-- Nathan Rabin, The Onion A.V. Club
“[An] incendiary and candid memoir.” -- Huffington Post
Top Three Greatest Hollywood Tell-Alls -- Entertainment Weekly

The Fat Lady Sang Paperback – Illustrated, November
12, 2013
by Robert Evans (Author)
4.4 out of 5 stars
142 ratings
From the legendary producer and author of The Kid Stays in the Picture—one of the greatest Hollywood
memoirs ever written—comes a long-awaited second work with all the elements of a star-studded

blockbuster: glamour and conflict, giddy highs and near-fatal lows, struggle and perseverance, tragedy
and triumph.

From Booklist
Readers expecting a follow-up to veteran film producer Evans’ swaggering 1994 memoir, The Kid Stays
in the Picture, may be surprised by this book’s deeply personal slant and by its author’s vulnerability. In
1998, Evans, producer of such classic movies as Rosemary’s Baby, The Godfather, and Chinatown, was
incapacitated by a trio of strokes. The right side of his body, “head to toe to tongue,” was paralyzed.
Evans’ account of his difficult, almost miraculously speedy physical recovery sparks memories of his
earlier life (a neurosurgeon with a bad bedside manner, for example, reminds him of his encounter, in the
early 1970s, with famed “rice doctor” Walter Kempner, whose clinic Evans refers to, not entirely comically,
as a concentration camp). Evans tells stories about his personal life that he left out of The Kid Stays in
the Picture, covering the same period of his life but from a different angle, and his account of his life since
the strokes is deeply personal, a mixture of tragedy (an impulsive marriage, barely two months after he
nearly died, ends in annulment) and triumph (his narration of the audiobook of The Kid leads to a new
career as a voice artist in film, television, and radio). The book feels, now and then, like a man on his
deathbed telling us the story of his life, but by the time we reach the end, we see that, although his life
has been fundamentally changed, Evans has no intention of leaving it just yet. A compelling and, at times,
deeply emotional memoir. --David Pitt

Review
Starred PW Review: In April '98, film producer Robert Evans suffered a series of three debilitating
strokes. In this brutal memoir, Evans revisits that time with the same insight and candor that made his
previous memoir, The Kid Stays in the Picture, an immense success...Evans's stories never cease to
amaze..a remarkable story of endurance, faith and determination; even readers who've never heard of
Evans will find this to be both entertaining and inspiring.
•

U.S. HarperCollns, It Books; Illustrated edition (November 12, 2013)

What the Devil Knows (Sebastian St. Cyr
Mystery) Hardcover – April 6, 2021
by C.S. Harris (Author)
4.6 out of 5 stars
1,777 ratings

by C.S. Harris (Author)
4.6 out of 5 stars 1,777 ratings

from $18.72 inc. tax + shipping

Book 16 of 17: Sebastian St. Cyr Mystery

Sebastian St. Cyr thought a notorious killer had been brought to justice until a
shocking series of gruesome new murders stuns the city in this thrilling historical
mystery from the USA Today bestselling author of Who Speaks for the Damned.
It's October 1814. The war with France is finally over and Europe's diplomats are
convening in Vienna for a conference that will put their world back together. With peace
finally at hand, London suddenly finds itself in the grip of a series of heinous murders eerily
similar to the Ratcliffe Highway murders of three years before.
In 1811, two entire families were viciously murdered in their homes. A suspect--a young
seaman named John Williams--was arrested. But before he could be brought to trial,
Williams hanged himself in his cell. The murders ceased, and London slowly began to
breathe easier. But when the lead investigator, Sir Edwin Pym, is killed in the same brutal
way three years later and others possibly connected to the original case meet violent ends,
the city is paralyzed with terror once more.
Was the wrong man arrested for the murders? Bow Street magistrate Sir Henry Lovejoy
turns to his friend Sebastian St. Cyr, Viscount Devlin, for assistance. Pym's colleagues are
convinced his manner of death is a coincidence, but Sebastian has his doubts. The more he
looks into the three-year-old murders, the more certain he becomes that the hapless John
Williams was not the real killer. Which begs the question--who was and why are they dead
set on killing again?

Review
Praise for What the Devil Knows
"What the Devil Knows shows C.S. Harris at her best. Tightly plotted, fast-paced and based on historical
events, the 16th entry in the Sebastian St. Cyr series brings the seamy side of Regency life to light.”-Shelf Awareness
“An intricate puzzle, based on a series of real-life murders, that indicts social injustices that continue to
this day.”--Kirkus
“Excellent…Harris makes good use of the available evidence concerning the historical crimes, crafting a
clever and suspenseful plot. Fans of David Morrell’s Murder as a Fine Art will be pleased.”--Publishers
Weekly, Starred Review
“As readers try to guess the identity of the killer, they will enjoy the ride through the many levels of
Regency English society this case involves.”--Booklist

•

U.S., Berkley (April 6, 2021)

•

Who Speaks for the Damned (Sebastian St.
Cyr Mystery) Paperback – March 2, 2021
by C. S. Harris (Author)
4.7 out of 5 stars
772 ratings
Book 15 of 17: Sebastian St. Cyr Mystery

Sebastian St. Cyr investigates the mysterious life and death of a nobleman convicted of murder in
this enthralling new historical mystery from the USA Today bestselling author of Why Kill the
Innocent....
It's June 1814, and the royal families of Austria, Russia, and the German states have gathered in
London at the Prince Regent's invitation to celebrate the defeat of Napoléon and the restoration of
monarchical control throughout Europe. But the festive atmosphere is marred one warm summer evening
by the brutal murder of a disgraced British nobleman long thought dead.
Eighteen years before, Nicholas Hayes, the third son of the late Earl of Seaford, was accused of killing
a beautiful young French émigré and transported to Botany Bay for life. Even before his conviction, Hayes
had been disowned by his father, and few in London were surprised when they heard the ne'er-do-well
had died in disgrace in New South Wales. But those reports were obviously wrong. Recently Hayes
returned to London with a mysterious young boy in tow--a child who vanishes shortly after Nicholas's
body is discovered.
Sebastian St. Cyr, Viscount Devlin, is drawn into the investigation by his valet, Jules Calhoun, an old
friend of the dead man. With Calhoun's help, Sebastian begins to piece together the shattered life of the
late Earl's ill-fated youngest son. Why did Nicholas risk his life and freedom by returning to England? And
why did he bring the now-missing young boy with him? Several nervous Londoners had reason to fear
that Nicholas Hayes had returned to kill them. One of them might have decided to kill him first.

What Angels Fear: A Sebastian St. Cyr Mystery
by C. S. Harris (Author

4.3 out of 5 stars (955)
THE FIRST SEBASTIAN ST. CYR MYSTERY!
“The combined elements of historical fiction, romance, and mystery in this fog-enshrouded
London puzzler will appeal to fans of Anne Perry.”—Booklist

It’s 1811, and the threat of revolution haunts the upper classes of King George III’s England. Then
the body of a beautiful young woman is found savagely murdered on the altar steps of an ancient
church near Westminster Abbey. A dueling pistol discovered at the scene and the damning
testimony of a witness both point to one man: Sebastian St. Cyr, Viscount Devlin, a brilliant young
nobleman shattered by his experiences in the Napoleonic Wars.
Now a fugitive running for his life, Sebastian calls upon his skill as an officer during the war to catch
the killer and prove his own innocence. In the process, he accumulates a band of unlikely allies,
including the enigmatic beauty Kat Boleyn, who broke Sebastian’s heart years ago. In Sebastian’s
world of intrigue and espionage, nothing is as it seems, yet the truth may hold the key to the future of
the British monarchy, as well as to Sebastian’s own salvation....
Rights sold: Germany, dp DIGITAL PUBLISHERS

A WIZARD’S GUIDE TO DEFENSIVE BAKING by T. Kingfisher

Fourteen-year-old Mona isn't like the wizards charged with defending the city. She can't control
lightning or speak to water. Her familiar is a sourdough starter and her magic only works on bread.
She has a comfortable life in her aunt's bakery making gingerbread men dance.
But Mona's life is turned upside down when she finds a dead body on the bakery floor. An assassin
is stalking the streets of Mona's city, preying on magic folk, and it appears that Mona is his next
target. And in an embattled city suddenly bereft of wizards, the assassin may be the least of Mona's
worries...
Winner of the 2021 Lodestar Award for Best Young Adult Book
Winner of the Andre Norton Nebula Award for Middle Grade and Young Adult Fiction
Winner of the Locus Award for Young Adult Fiction
Winner of the Dragon Award Best Young Adult / Middle Grade Novel
Winner of the Mythopoeic Award for Children's Literature
Winner of the Cóyotl Award for Best Novel

Rights sold: Russia

Minor Mage
by T. Kingfisher | Jul 29, 2019
4.6 out of 5 stars 1,432

Oliver was a very minor mage. His familiar reminded him of this several times a day.
He only knew three spells, and one of them was to control his allergy to armadillo dander. His attempts to
summon elementals resulted in nosebleeds, and there is nothing more embarrassing than having your

elemental leave the circle to get you a tissue, pat you comfortingly, and then disappear in a puff of magic.
The armadillo had about wet himself laughing.
He was a very minor mage.
Unfortunately, he was all they had.
•

U.S. Argyll Productions (July 29, 2019
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Iran, Porteghal

The Twisted Ones
Saga Press/Simon & Schuster October 2019
T. Kingfisher. Saga, $24.99 (400p) ISBN 978-1-5344-2957-4
A witty young girl and horrific creatures tangle in this atmospheric folk horror
novel from Kingfisher (a pen name for Ursula Vernon). When Melissa (aka

Mouse) is asked by her father to clean out her grandmother’s house, she heads
to North Carolina with her coonhound, Bongo. What she finds is a hoarder’s nest.
After a few days digging through junk, she unearths a rambling journal belonging
to her stepgrandfather, Frederick Cotgrave, which tries to retell a fairy tale.
Everything in it sounds like the ravings of a man losing his mind until bizarre
creatures show up outside Mouse’s window. Her neighbor, Foxy, calls these
creatures the holler people. Mouse wants nothing more to do with the house, but
before she can leave, Bongo disappears, and she refuses to go home without
him. Kingfisher neatly combines modern elements into a combined folktale and
horror story that is rich in atmosphere and characterization (“She hadn’t just
hoarded; she’d made walls and ramparts out of her possessions like she was
expecting a siege”). Mouse is a down-to-earth character with a quick wit that
never wavers, even when her circumstances are disturbing. This occult thriller
with heart boasts genuine scares.
Rights sold:
Apex Press in Taiwan

The Hollow Places: A Novel Paperback – October
6, 2020

A young woman discovers a strange portal in her uncle’s house, leading to madness and terror in
this gripping new novel from the author of the “innovative, unexpected, and absolutely chilling”
(Mira Grant, Nebula Award–winning author) The Twisted Ones.
Pray they are hungry.
Kara finds the words in the mysterious bunker that she’s discovered behind a hole in the wall of her
uncle’s house. Freshly divorced and living back at home, Kara now becomes obsessed with these cryptic
words and starts exploring this peculiar area—only to discover that it holds portals to countless alternate
realities. But these places are haunted by creatures that seem to hear thoughts…and the more one fears
them, the stronger they become.
With her distinctive “delightfully fresh and subversive” (SF Bluestocking) prose and the strange, sinister
wonder found in Guillermo del Toro’s Pan’s Labyrinth, The Hollow Places is another compelling and
white-knuckled horror novel that you won’t be able to put down.
“Kingfisher imagines the horrors lying between worlds in this chilling supernatural thriller…Kingfisher has
crafted a truly terrifying monster with minimal descriptions that leave the reader’s imagination to run wild.
With well-timed humor and perfect scares, this one is a keeper for horror fans.” —Publishers Weekly
"There are no cheap scares here...entirely of the author’s wonderfully twisted and endlessly fertile
imagination....The perfect tale for fans of horror with heart." —Kirkus Reviews
“Can horror even be this rollicking, this fun, while still delivering on the creepiness, the dread, the ick? In
Kingfisher’s hands, it can.”
—Stephen Graham Jones, acclaimed author of The Only Good Indians

•

U.S. Gallery / Saga Press (October 6, 2020)

•

UK. Titan Books

NETTLE & BONE
U.S. Tor/Macmillan April 2022
UK: Titan Books
PW Review:

Nettle & Bone
T. Kingfisher. Tor, $25.99 (256p) ISBN 978-1-250-24404-8
This deeply satisfying and darkly funny feminist fairy tale from Hugo Award
winner Kingfisher (What Moves the Dead) finds its unlikely heroine in Marra,
youngest princess of the Harbor Kingdom. Marra is better at knitting than
politicking, and is relieved to be sent to a convent while her older sisters make
political marriages to nobles from the Northern Kingdom. However, when Marra
learns that the wicked Prince Vorling has murdered her older sister and seems
likely to murder his abused second wife, Marra’s middle sister, as well, Marra
takes action. She assembles a rag-tag team bent on overthrowing Vorling—
including Bonedog, a resurrected dog skeleton; a dust-wife (a kind of

necromancer) with a demonically possessed chicken for a familiar; a suicidally
honorable and surprisingly diplomatic knight rescued from a Christina Rosettiesque goblin market; and a frazzled fairy godmother who can only grant gifts of
good health. The plot snaps along as quickly as a good joke, and beneath the
whimsy, there’s an underlying sympathy and sincerity that enables Kingfisher to
handle tricky issues like domestic violence with great compassion and care. At its
heart a story of good people doing their best to make the unjust world a fairer
place, this marvelous romp will delight Kingfisher’s fans and fairy tale lovers
alike. (Apr.)
Reviewed on : 01/13/2022

WHAT MOVES THE DEAD by T. Kingfisher
U.S. Tor/Macmillan (July 2022)
U.K. Titan Books
https://www.publishersweekly.com/9781250830753>

What Moves the Dead
T. Kingfisher. Nightfire, $19.99 (176p) ISBN 978-1-250-83075-3
Hugo and Nebula Award winner Kingfisher (The Hollow Places) returns to the horror
genre with this powerful, fast-paced retelling of Edgar Allen Poe’s “The Fall of the
House of Usher.” As a child, Alex Easton, who uses the pronouns ka and kan, befriended
twins Roderick and Madeline Usher and went on to serve with Roderick in the recent
war. Now Madeline writes to tell Alex that she’s ill and Roderick believes she is dying,
and Alex must come at once to their family home in remote Ruravia. There, Alex finds a
moldering mansion full of fungal rot and strangeness and two Ushers who are terribly,
irreversibly changed. Alex must unravel the dark secret that is consuming the house of
Usher—before it consumes Alex as well. Kingfisher adds wonderful dimension and
tangibility to the classic Poe story, filling it in with standout character work and scenic
descriptions that linger on the palate, while fleshing out the original plot with elements as
plausible as they are chilling. It’s thoroughly creepy and utterly enjoyable. (Jul.)

Swordheart Kindle Edition

by T. Kingfisher (Author) Format: Kindle Edition

4.6 out of 5 stars

1,421 ratings

Editors' pickBest Science Fiction & Fantasy

Halla is a housekeeper who has suddenly inherited her great-uncle's estate… and, unfortunately, his
relatives. Sarkis is an immortal swordsman trapped in a prison of enchanted steel. When Halla draws the
sword that imprisons him, Sarkis finds himself attempting to defend his new wielder against everything
from bandits and roving inquisitors to her own in-laws… and the sword itself may prove to be the greatest
threat of all.

•

U.S. Argyll Productions (November 27, 2018)

Paladin's Grace (The Saint of Steel Book 1)
by T. Kingfisher Book 1 of 3: The Saint of Steel
Action & Adventure Romance
4.5 out of 5 stars

1,900 ratings

Stephen’s god died on the longest day of the year…
Three years later, Stephen is a broken paladin, living only for the chance to be useful before he
dies. But all that changes when he encounters a fugitive named Grace in an alley and witnesses

an assassination attempt gone wrong. Now the pair must navigate a web of treachery, beset on all
sides by spies and poisoners, while a cryptic killer stalks one step behind…
From the Hugo and Nebula Award winning author of Swordheart and The Twisted Ones comes a
saga of murder, magic, and love on the far side of despair.
U.S. Argyll Productions, April 2020

Paladin's Strength (The Saint of
Steel) Hardcover – February 28, 2021
by T Kingfisher (Author)
4.6 out of 5 stars 2,035 ratings

from $27.01 inc. tax + shipping

Book 2 of 3: The Saint of Steel
Action & Adventure Romance

He's a paladin of a dead god, tracking a supernatural killer across a continent. She's a nun
from a secretive order, on the trail of the raiders who burned her convent and kidnapped
her sisters.

When their paths cross at the point of a sword, Istvhan and Clara will be pitched headlong
into each other's quests, facing off against enemies both living and dead. But Clara has a
secret that could jeopardize the growing trust between them, a secret that will lead them to
the gladiatorial pits of a corrupt city, and beyond...
Argyll Productions (February 28, 2021)

Paladin's Hope Hardcover – October 9, 2021
by T Kingfisher (Author)
4.6 out of 5 stars
1,117 ratings

Piper is a lich-doctor, a physician who works among the dead, determining causes of death for
the city guard's investigations. It's a peaceful, if solitary profession...until the day when he's
called to the river to examine the latest in a series of mysterious bodies, mangled by some
unknown force.

Galen is a paladin of a dead god, lost to holiness and no longer entirely sane. He has long since
given up on any hope of love. But when the two men and a brave gnole constable are drawn into
the web of the mysterious killer, it's Galen's job to protect Piper from the traps that await them.

He's just not sure if he can protect Piper from the most dangerous threat of all...
•

U.S. Argyll Productions (October 9, 2021)

Digger: The Complete Omnibus
Edition Paperback – November 15, 2013
Digger Is a story about a wombat.
More specifically, it is a story by author and artist Ursula Vernon about a particularly no-nonsense
wombat who finds herself stuck on the wrong end of a one-way tunnel in a strange land where nonsense
seems to be the specialty. Now, with the help of a talking statue of a god, an outcast hyena, a shadowbeing of indeterminate origin, and an oracular slug she seeks to find out where she is and how to go
about getting back to her Warren.
This Omnibus Edition collects all six printed volumes, covering all twelve chapters of the complete story.
It contains all the extra materials included in the individual volumes plus: a forward by Phil Foglio, a
completely new story about Digger's travels, a (mostly) complete collection of Ursula's comments
originally posted alongside the webcomic, and a color section of the original cover art and fan art.

2013 Mythopoeic Awards WINNER
2012 Hugo Awards WINNER

Seduced By His Touch (Byrons of
Braebourne) Mass Market Paperback – August 25,
2009
Tracy Anne Warren’s super sexy The Byrons of Braeborne series continues with Seduced By His
Touch, the story of the irresistibly rakish Lord Jack Byron. In this Regency romance, Warren, the New
York Times bestselling author of Tempted By His Kiss, tells the tale of a carelessly happy bachelor who
loses a bet—and must marry because of it!
1.

U.S. Avon; First Edition (August 25, 2009)

Print

Rights sold: Bata Press, Macedonia

Tempted By His Kiss (Byrons of Braebourne) Mass
Market Paperback – February 24, 2009
by Tracy Anne Warren (Author)
4.4 out of 5 stars
71 ratings

Rights sold: Bata Press, Macedonia

